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INT. TESTING CENTER, HIS CORPS.-DAY

A blurry image, as if we’re seeing through the eyes of

someone who is waking up from a long sleep. The image is of

a face, a man’s face, he is middle aged, with graying facial

hair and piercing eyes. His eyes are the first thing that

comes into full focus. We hear his voice before we realize

that he is the one talking.

MAN

This isn’t real. What you are about

to experience or what you have

experienced is not real. It’s a man

infestation.

Finally, we see the man’s face clearly. He is smiling gently

at whoever it is that is looking at him. There is an

industrial light fixture over his head, so we know he is

talking to someone who is lying mostly flat on their back.

His eyes avert for a moment as if he’s reading something and

he looks back, directly into the camera.

MAN

Do you know how you got here?

We hear a breathing sound from the person he’s talking to,

but nothing more. There is a rapidity to the breath that

would seem to indicate a little panic.

MAN

It’s okay, it’s okay. You’re safe.

This was like a dream. Do you

remember anything from before?

The man looks away as if he’s motioning to someone else.

Then he steps to the side, fully upright and we can hear

more breathing and panic. Sounds of clatter, like medical

instruments on a tray just off camera can be heard, then a

mumbling man’s voice, different from the man talking to us,

can be heard, but no discernible words.

The person whose point of view it is struggles to turn to

see what is happening just to his or her side, but is unable

to move. The man then returns directly above, and now has a

look of concern.

MAN

Can you tell me your name?

We hear more breathing.

The man looks at someone who we can only hear the sound of

again, but no words.
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MAN

I know. I’m trying.

The man nods and then looks back. His smile returns.

MAN

This won’t take much longer.

Suddenly a panic alarm is heard accompanied by flashing

lights. The man stands upright and moves out of sight. We

hear the alarm and the lights flicker, and then the

breathing is now a full on panic attack.

MAN (O.C)

What the hell? How the hell did

this happen?

The man returns in a panic, and stares intently into the

camera, he is closer than he has been before. But the point

of view scans the room, trying to see what’s going on. The

man tries to meet the gaze by moving his head in the same

direction.

MAN

Hey! Look at me! Look at me! I need

you to focus.

The shifting from side to side gets more rapid, until the

man grabs the person’s face with both hands and speaks

directly into the camera.

MAN

Garabombie!

The movement stops completely.

MAN

There we go.

The man opens his mouth to speak again and we abruptly cut

to:

INT. HOLDING ROOM- HIS CORPS, -NIGHT

DONALD BRISBANE V is sitting at a

dressing room vanity. The light

bulbs that encircle the mirror are

not on. He is lit by industrial

lighting overhead. He is sitting,

facing the mirror, staring at

himself. We first see him in a

pretty tight close up.
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DONALD

A safe word. It was then we

realized we needed a safe word.

Safe word?

It doesn’t sound right to him. He stares at himself with a

look of confusion, mouthing the words "safe word"

It is then that we pull back to see that he is in a dressing

room, in a tuxedo, with a piece of paper in his hand that is

clearly a prepared speech. He looks down at the paper and

reads.

DONALD

Safe word.

He makes a face that indicates he accepts this and is ready

to move on when a figure appears behind him. We can only see

the outline of a man, we cannot tell who he is.

DONALD

Give me five more minutes.

The figure walks away. Donald looks at himself in the mirror

again.

DONALD

It is vital. No. It is detrimental.

No. Jesus.

He exhales a long sigh and hangs his head for a moment. He

looks over his paper again and then he looks up with a

renewed confidence.

DONALD

Our goal is to change the world.

One faggot. At a time.

He smiles.

Another figure appears, this time it is a man in all black

with a wire coming out of his left ear, like a secret

service agent.

SECURITY GUARD

Sir, you’d better come with me.

DONALD

What is it?

SECURITY GUARD

We have a code black.

Donald’s expression changes from confusion to fear.
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DONALD

Black?

SECURITY GUARD

Please. If you will just come with

me, sir.

Donald grabs his jacket from the back of his chair as he

stands and looks in the mirror one last time to make sure he

is presentable.

DONALD

Which room?

SECURITY GUARD

The Testing Room.

Donald stops and looks at himself with great fear. He knows

what this means. He swallows hard and then turns to leave.

Cut to:

INT. TESTING ROOM, HIS CORPS- DAY OR NIGHT.

The room looks like a science lab. There are tables with

equipment, computers, microscopes, test tubes, etc.

There is a row of four medical chairs that look like the

kind of chairs you’d see in a dentist’s office. They are all

occupied, each has a person covered in a medical gown, with

tubes coming out of their arms and masks, that look like

virtaul reality masks, covering theur entire face. We can’t

really even tell if they’re men or women.

Behind them at a monitoring desk, sits JUNE, a grad student

who is working here part time doing her dissertation, an

anthropoligical study. She is bookish and somewhat plain

looking, but sharp as a tack. She is at a desk with four

monitors, each with unintelligable data. We see lines

squiggle across them and numbers appear like you would a

heart monitor in a hospital. The bottom of the screens has

Subject 1, subject 2, etc.

The room is very bright with artificial light, we can see

several security cameras above them near the ceiling and

there are no windows. She is quickly typing on a laptop,

with a large open textbook next to her that she looks back

to every few seconds, as if she’s copying something from it,

when there is a soft knock on the door to the room, which is

on the other side of where she sits.
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JUNE

Yeah?

The door opens and she looks up as WEN enters. Wen is

Chinese and is in his mid-fifties. He wears a white lab

coat, the same as June, and his tiny glass frames make him

seem insect-like.

WEN

Hey.

JUNE

Hey.

WEN

You got a minute?

June looks back at her laptop and types something as she

answers.

JUNE

Sure.

She stops typing and looks up at him.

JUNE

What’s up?

Wen enters the room fully and closes the door. He then looks

up at the cameras and realizes he is probably being heard as

well.

WEN

Uh, it’s about lunch.

He opens his eyes wider, as if to say, this is defintely not

about lunch.

JUNE

Okay. I’m not hungry. It’s not

lunchtime, and you’re acting weird.

Wen laughs. As fake a laugh as you’ve ever heard. He walks

up to June as he speaks.

WEN

That’s a good one. I have a menu

here from that Bistro down the

street.

He pulls a small takeout menu out of his pocket and sets it

on the table in front of her.

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE

Wen. I just said-

WEN

I’m having a steak salad.

He smiles, and gestures to the menu.

JUNE

Are you also having a stroke?

WEN

I’m starving.

The fake smile never leaves his face.

JUNE

I’m in the middle of something

here. Did you-

WEN

I’m gonna leave the menu with you,

and then when you’ve made a

decision, you can come to my office

and we can order together. That

would make me very happy.

He smiles still as his eyes dart back and forth from her

face to the menu. Face, menu. Face, menu. Face,--

JUNE

Fine! I’ll see you in a minute.

Wen nods, still smiling.

WEN

Great.

He slowly turns and walks out. June is really confused and

watches him with a look that is a combination of

bewilderment and irritation. She shakes her head as if she’s

shaking off what just happened. She then goes back to her

computer for a second before she sees an anamoly on one of

the screens.

JUNE

What the--?

She sees that Subject 2 has an exclamation point next to BP.

She pushes a button on his screen, and just as she does the

person in chair number 2 jerks ever so slightly.
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JUNE

Well, that shouldn’t happen.

She stands up, she’s going to walk over to him when her eye

catches the takeout menu, and written in black ink at the

top are the words "Open me" She stares at it for a second,

then she looks around to make sure she’s alone, and then up

to the camera that is closest to her, she thinks of

something quickly.

JUNE

Maybe I should think about getting

something to eat.

She rolls her eyes at her own overacting and then she turns

her back just slightly to the closest camera and opens the

menu, inside, again in black letters are the words, "Get out

of there now!" She stares. She doesn’t know what to do. A

little frightened, she remembers she’s on camera and she has

to think of something. She puts the menu in her lab coat

pocket and fakes a normal demeanor.

JUNE

That steak salad sure sounds good.

I should have him get me one.

She pushes another button on Subject 2s monitor and again

the person in chair 2, jerks. She then goes to the door of

her office and opens it, she is immediately face to face

with her lab partner ASHTON, a young and quite stupid, but

gorgeous man. She screams as if he has jumped out to scare

her.

ASHTON

Jesus. Don’t scream in my face!

Don’t you watch that Doctor show.

It causes premature aging.

June shakes her head at the sheer stupidity of this comment

and can’t even respond with words.

ASHTON

Where are you going?

JUNE

Uh, Wen is getting me lunch.

ASHTON

Who?

JUNE

No, Wen.
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ASHTON

What?

JUNE

I’m so hungry. I just have to tell

him what to get me. I’ll be right

back.

ASHTON

You were going to leave them alone

in here?

JUNE

Nope. You’re here.

ASHTON

I wasn’t.

JUNE

But now you are. So this whole

argument is...stupid.

Ashton is confused, as usual. He stares at her, thinking he

can outsmart her in this argument, but he can’t. So he moves

past her and goes inside.

ASHTON

I want some asparagus. Do they have

asparagus where he’s going?

JUNE

I’ll find out.

ASHTON

I’m peeing on my boyfriend tonight,

and he likes it when it smells

funny.

June is utterly disguted but knows not to engage.

JUNE

I...wish you shared less, Ashton.

That’s what I wish.

June rushes out of the room.

Jane rushes down the brightly lit and extremely white

corridor not making eye contact with anyone she passes. She

comes to a door that requires an ID to access. She scans her

employee badge on a panel next to the door, there’s a

clcking sound and she opens it and goes inside.
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INT. WEN’S OFFICE- DAY OR NIGHT

Continous-

Wen is standing near the door waiting for her. When she

enters he grabs her by the arm so suddenly she screams.

JUNE

Oh my god, what are you doing?!

WEN

We don’t have much time.

JUNE

For what?

WEN

June, I know you have ethical

questions about what’s going on,

and so do I.

JUNE

Okay.

WEN

We have an operative on the inside,

and he has brought me intel.

JUNE

Who is it?

WEN

I can’t say.

JUNE

Why not?

WEN

I don’t want to lower the stakes

here. Besides, it’s a character who

hasn’t been introduced yet.

JUNE

That makes sense.

WEN

I need your help. I need you to

design a specific site that the

operative can access from the

inside, and then we have to

secretly launch it, so that I can

get to him and give him the intel

he needs. And we only have one

night.

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE

Why? What’s going on in there?

Wen looks around to make sure no one can hear him. He is

very dramatic about it.

WEN

The resistance is coming.

June gasps. She knows what this means.

JUNE

I don’t know what that means.

WEN

Can you design it tonight?

JUNE

I don’t know what we’re actually

talking about. But I do design

things. So, yes? I can? What do you

need me to do?

Wen smiles and prepares to tell her everything.

Nope. We don’t get to know what that is, yet. But we get

dramatic music, a drumbeat that gets louder and faster until

we cut to black and silence.

Then: Totally gay music, Katy Perry, Lady Gaga- something

upbeat and dance-y.

EXT. WEST HOLLYWOOD-DAY

Aerial shot of Santa Monica Boulevard.

ONE WEEK EARLIER- appears on the screen.

We follow a group of queens driving in a convertible past

The Abbey toward an apartment building.

A shirtless man with headphones runs by the car, two of the

men stand up to catcall him through the roof of the car.

We close in on an apartment building with a sign in front

that says The Sodomite Arms.

We pan up to the third floor balcony.
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INT. BEDROOM- DAY

We’re in BURTON’S Apartment. He and his bestie ANDREW are

getting ready for a pool party, so they’re wearing

ridiculous clothes. Burton is in a dressing gown with his

hair in some kind of curlers. Andrew is sprawled across the

bed in a bathing suit/muscle shirt combo with inflatable

floaties on his arms and he is scrolling through social

media on his phone. Burton stops moving and stares at him

with a look of utter confusion.

ANDREW

Should I get my asshole bleached?

BURTON

Well, I don’t know that’s a big

decision. You remember Claude, he

got his asshole bleached, met the

love of his life and moved to Palm

Springs. Six months later he was

dead.

ANDREW

Yeah, he was hit by a UPS truck.

BURTON

Yeah, so before you bleach, ask

yourself...what can brown do to

you?

ANDREW

How is that connected to his

bleaching?

BURTON

They met at Queen Jane’s at their

annual Bleach Butthole Bingo. It

was a whole thing.

Andrew makes a face to express his confusion.

Burton makes a duh face and heads back to the bathroom.

BURTON

Remind me again why I’m going to a

pool party.

ANDREW

It’s the social event of the year

for up and coming attractive gays.

Anybody who desperately needs

validation because of what they

look like will be there. Duh.

(CONTINUED)
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Burton gives him a look. A look that says, I respect what

you’re saying, but I also hate you because of it.

BURTON

Is that what you’re wearing?

ANDREW

No, this is my non-pool party wear.

I’m gonna change into a suit and

tie.

Another look.

BURTON

Oh, I see cunty has claws.

ANDREW

I like that. It sounds like Santa’s

really nasty daughter. Cunty

Clause.

BURTON

Remember how we said we shouldn’t

always say everything we’re

thinking?

ANDREW

Will you put something on? You’re

not going to a pool party looking

like the drag version of Faye

Dunaway’s drag version of that one

actress.

BURTON

Wow. Those sentences were like M.

Night Shaymalan’s films.

ANDREW

You mean over-hyped and full of

holes?

BURTON

And you should have stopped at one.

ANDREW

There so bad!

BURTON

Seriously. The only thing

Unbreakable about that movie was

the implausibility!

(CONTINUED)
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ANDREW

Mary Jo Kepekni was a way more

compelling Lady in the Water okay!

BURTON

Mel Gibson afraid of "aliens"?

Allegory much?! Take it as a sign,

Chai boy, you shouldn’t be making

movies.

ANDREW

So racist.

BURTON

The worst.

ANDREW

That’s a village it wouldn’t take.

BURTON

The last Airbender? More like the

crass ne’er ender!

ANDREW

I love the irony of the title "The

Happening" Because nothing ever

does!!!

BURTON

God, he really has a terrible

filmography.

ANDREW

So bad.

BURTON

Hashtag tangent.

ANDREW

Now let’s go.

BURTON

I don’t want to go!

Burton goes into the bathroom. Andrew sits up on the bed. He

is getting frustrared.

ANDREW

You never want to do anything.

Burton is in the doorway of the bathroom.

(CONTINUED)
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BURTON

That’s so not true. I wanted to go

to that Royal Wedding. I wanted to

stalk the less known fourth Jonas

Brother. I wanted you to stop me

before I got to a third thing.

ANDREW

You don’t do anything.

BURTON

I just stood here and had a dumb

conversation.

Burton goes back to the bathroom and stares at himself in

the mirror.

ANDREW

Oh come on. You do realize that you

might meet your future ex-husband

at this party, right?

BURTON

I have always dreamed of being

divorced.

ANDREW

I know. So, why not?

Burton gives himself a look. A look of acquienscence as if

he’s saying, I should grace the party with my fabulousness.

BURTON

Who else is going to be at this

shit show? Oh God, is Will going to

be there?

ANDREW

Of course he is.

Burton makes a disgusted face.

BURTON

Ugh!

ANDREW

Be nice. You know he’s going

through some shit.

BURTON

When is girl not going through some

shit? Is he still spending most of

his time at Jim’s.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDREW

Oh yeah, she’s real fit.

BURTON

No. Jim! That Indian dude with the

overbite that thinks Paleo is a

derogatory name for white guys?

ANDREW

Oh that guy. I don’t know who he’s

hanging out with now. Probably some

loser. I feel bad for Will. Girl

just needs some friends.

BURTON

And aversion therapy. So vain and

shallow.

Burton looks in the mirror.

BURTON

I have a blackhead? I might as well

die!

Cut to:

WILL’S APARTMENT- DAY

Close up on WILL, who is shirtless and in very good shape,

staring at himself in his closet door, which is a mirror. He

is looking for ’problem’ areas. He turns to see his ass, he

strains to see himself completely from behind. He gives up

and stares at his arms. He flexes a few times.

WILL

Okay, so, no pressure...because I

don’t like things that squeeze me,

but if I don’t find a boyfriend at

this party, I will drown myself in

the pool.

Will’s room is strewn with clothes everywhere. He is alone

in the room until we hear a toilet flush and JOSUE, dressed

in very heteronormative pool party clothes, think Frat boy,

complete with backwards hat, enters from the bathroom.

JOSUE

Will? Do you think I’m a sex

addict?
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WILL

Josue! Focus! I’m pouring my soul

out here. I’m like a little gay tea

kettle. Mostly because if you drop

me I’ll break, but also because I’m

hot, and spilling over. Plus made

in China.

JOSUE

Uh-huh.

Josue flops onto the bed, scrolling through a sex app on his

phone.

WILL

You’re not listening to me, are

you?

Josue turns the phone to Will to show him a photo of a hot

guy.

JOSUE

Should I fuck this guy?

WILL

This party today is super

important! It’s like fifty Filet

Mignon tripping balls on Molly.

Okay, Josue really doesn’t get this and his face expresses

that. Will rolls his eyes.

WILL

Really high stakes!

Will goes back to the mirror and stares at his stomach,

which is completely flat. Josue is looking at another

profile.

JOSUE

I think I definitely have to fuck

this guy.

WILL

I think I need to cut five hundred

more calories. Look at this fat!

Ugh! Thank god for standards, how

else would I know what a failure I

am. I can do so much better.

Josue looks up from his phone and is irritated that Will is

being so pitiful.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSUE

I don’t want to be a sex addict,

because I think that means that I

have to stop having sex. But then I

think, that probably means I’m a

sex addict. It’s like a circle. Or

a ring. Or a really hot guy’s

butthole.

Josue is lost in that last thought. Will keeps staring at

himself.

WILL

This might be the best version of

me I’ll ever be. Oh god. Don’t

spiral down that thought.

They’re both lost in daydreams. Josue snaps out of it and

jumps up onto his knees. He has an idea!

JOSUE

Why don’t I just fuck you right

now. Wouldn’t that help?

Will dramatically turns to him and they are face to face.

WILL

No, you’re a sex addict!

JOSUE

Oh my god. Do you think I am?

They realize they are almost touching, and they go in for a

kiss, but Will turns away at the last minute, they both make

a disgruntled sound and Josue falls face first onto the bed.

Will looks at himself in the mirror again.

WILL

No! Focus! Focus! I am going to

meet someone today. I will meet my

husband today. I will meet my

husband. Today.

Cut to:

INT. BURTON’S BEDROOM- DAY

Back to Burton and Andrew. Burton is now in a dressing gown

with a mud mask on his face. He is sitting at his vanity

looking in the mirror, and Andrew is standing in the doorway

behind him getting impatient.
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ANDREW

We don’t have time for this!

BURTON

Did Picasso say that as he was

adding the third breast onto his

most famous painting, "woman

with third breast?"

ANDREW

Okay, well that’s just all

nonsense.

BURTON

If you rush a work of art you get

stuck with only two breasts! Do you

want that on your conscience? Huh!

Is that what you want?

ANDREW

If we get to this party too late,

then all the rich hotties will be

taken. Then the rich daddy’s. Then

the just-hotties. Then the

just-daddy’s. All that’ll be left

are the fat trust fund kids and the

Asians. Is that what you want?!

Burton closes his eyes and takes a deep breath.

BURTON

Whose house is this at anyway?

ANDREW

Does that matter?

Burton opens one eye and through the mirror glares with said

eye at Andrew. Andrew forces a smile that suggests he really

doesn’t want to say the name of the host.

Cut To:

WILL’S BEDROOM- DAY

Back to Will and Josue. Will is now in a ridiculously small

bathing suit that has absoltuely no secrets, he is also

wearing a large hat. Josue is still on the bed scrolling

through a sex app on his phone.

WILL

Jeffrey Cochran is hosting the

party?

(CONTINUED)
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JOSUE

Yeah, I fucked him once.

WILL

Of course you did.

JOSUE

He’s into pig play.

WILL

I don’t even want to know.

JOSUE

He likes poop.

Will screams and slaps Josue’s leg.

WILL

That’s disgusting. Why do you think

I want to hear that?

JOSUE

He also invented a new cock ring.

WILL

Oh wait.

Will turns back to Josue

WILL

Wait, he did?

JOSUE

Yeah, The Jeffrey.

WILL

He’s The Jeffrey Cochran? Jeffrey

Cock Ring Cochran.

JOSUE

Yeah. And he likes to poop during

sex.

Will can’t even. He wants to say something but he just

closes his eyes and turns back away from Josue.

WILL

I wonder why he’s hosting the party

this year. I thought the annual

tribal hottie pool party was

sponsored by that group that tried

to have all the ugly gays move to

Arizona.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSUE

No, that was the West Hollywood

City Council.

WILL

Oh. We may have more problems as a

community than we can fix at this

point.

JOSUE

Rumor has it, there’s going to be

an unveiling tonight.

WILL

What does that mean?

JOSUE

I don’t know. It adds an element of

drama. Isn’t that what we gays live

for? Drama. And dick. And drugs.

And...a "D" word for ass. I can’t

think of one. Do you want to touch

my dick?

Josue is turned on at this point. Will looks at him with a

very severe "not interested" look. They make eye contact.

Will considers and then turns away from him.

WILL

An unveiling is awfully dramatic.

It could be a man. A rich man. A

rich old desperate man. I’m

interested.

Josue looks at Will in his tiny bathing suit.

JOSUE

Dios mio. Look at that ass, Papi!

Josue moves to grab Will’s ass. Will turns and smacks his

hand.

WILL

Stop! I’m saving her for a rich,

desperate old man. Yeah, I heard

it, and I’m okay with it. I’m like

a puppy you can’t flush down the

toilet.

JOSUE

You mean really bad at analogies?

(CONTINUED)
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WILL

Ready to get in over my head.

Will heads for the door to leave. Josue follows.

JOSUE

Yeah, no, I think you’re just bad

at analogies.

WILL

Gonna shove a hairy thing in too

small of a hole.

JOSUE

Please stop.

They leave the room and shut the door.

Cut to:

BURTON’S ROOM- DAY

Burton is standing now, he is visibly upset. His mud mask is

cracked and he is still in a dressing gown. Andrew is now

sitting at the vanity with his head down.

BURTON

How could you not tell me! We’re

going to my ex-boyfriend’s new

boyfriends pool party?! I haven’t

felt this betrayed since that

ticket guy recommended that Tyler

Perry movie! I’m not going!

Burton flops on the bed. Andrew lifts his head.

ANDREW

We have to go! If we’re not seen at

this party, we might as well start

eating carbs and buying clothes at

outlet stores!

BURTON

No! That’s a bridge too far! Which,

by the way, is a movie without a

single gay sex scene. I’m just

saying.

ANDREW

That is a bridge too far.

(CONTINUED)
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BURTON

Too far! I’m so tired of homophobic

war epics.

ANDREW

You know those boys weren’t just

diggin’ trenches on enemy soil.

BURTON

Hashtag trenchdiggers. Look it up.

That’s real life.

ANDREW

Living for a dug out trench.

BURTON

I mean.

ANDREW

So deep.

Beat. They both sigh contentedly and stare off for a moment,

before they snap back into the scene.

BURTON

I’m not going!

ANDREW

Oh my god! You have to! This is the

most important event of the year.

It’ll be social suicide if we

don’t.

BURTON

Fine! But your finding me a fake

boyfriend the minute we get there

and he has to be hot. And Latin. Or

rich. Then he doesn’t have to be

hot. Australian is also an

acceptable answer.

Burton stands and is somehow in pool party attire and ready

to go.

BURTON

Shall we?

Andrew is stunned.

ANDREW

How...?

(CONTINUED)
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BURTON

Do you want to waste more time

playing twenty questions?

ANDREW

All right, let’s go.

Burton turns off the light and they start heading out.

Cut to:

INT. TESTING ROOM, HIS CORPS- DAY OR NIGHT.

June walks into the testing room, Ashton is looking at

himself on his camera phone. June goes immediately to her

laptop, opens it and begins typing.

ASHTON

Did they have asparagus?

June doesn’t respond. Her comptuer screen has a bunch of

icons on it that are all labeled with different locations,

such as Patio, Pool bar, Wine room, Master Bedroom etc. She

clicks on "Gaysian tent" and creates an icon that says add.

This opens a new folder and she names it, "Wen’s Fortunes"

She looks up from her screen and Ashton is right in front of

her. She screams.

JUNE

Jesus! What are you doing?

ASHTON

I want to know if I’m getting

asparagus.

JUNE

No! It’s a hamburger joint, they

don’t have asparagus.

ASHTON

Gross. Did you know most beef comes

a cows ass?

JUNE

That’s factually incorrect.

ASHTON

You are.

Ashton is bored now. He looks at himself on his camera and

walks back to his desk. June looks back down at her computer

and she starts creating some kind of code.
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Cut to:

INT. PRIVATE TESTING ROOM, HIS CORPS- DAY OR NIGHT

The room is pretty dark, lit by the glow of computer screen

monitors. In the center of the room is one person in a

medical chair with his face covered, he doesn’t move as we

slowly pan up toward him. Then all of a sudden, hisarms grip

the chair, and he sits up.

He takes the mask off, this is TREVOR, a middle-aged

ordinary looking guy who is out of breath as if he’s been

running.

He drops the mask to the ground, and pulls the heart

monitors, that are stuck all over his arms, off. This sets

off an alarm. Lights begin flashing like a siren. He Stands

and runs to the door. There is no one in the room with him,

which he notices before he opens the door. He crosses to the

other side of the room, and opens a door, it’s a supply

closet. He looks, as if he’s looking for something specific.

Then, he hears someone coming toward the door. Mumbled

voices. He has to act.

He doesn’t quite know what to do, so he goes into the closet

and shuts the door.

Two security guards open the door and come into the room

with guns drawn.

Through a crack in the closet door, Trevor watches the two

security guards check the room, and realize that he’s gone.

One of them reaches for the walkie-talkie thats velcroed to

his left shoulder. He speaks into it.

SECURITY GUARD #2

Subject has vacated the premises.

Trevor then feels his phone buzzing in his pocket. He takes

it out, hoping they won’t hear the noise. He looks down and

sees its a text message from "Bad Guy" that says "Where did

you go?"

He looks back into the room and realizes that the two

security guards are now in the hallway by the door.

He texts back "Just thought of something. Give me ten

minutes and then get him into the basement." He sends the

text and looks back through the crack. They’re gone.

He looks around the closet and finds a white lab coat and a

baseball cap. He puts both of them on.

(CONTINUED)
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Trevor leaves the closet and heads for the hallway.

Cut to:

GREEN ROOM, HIS CORPS- DAY OR NIGHT

The room is pretty sparse. There’s a sofa a refrigerator, a

table with shriveled fruit on it, and four chairs. There is

also a sink and a few cabinets. It’s sort of like a little

kitchen.

Don is pacing. We still hear the alarm. There are men in

dark suits, large men, with wires in their ears that lead

down to the back of their shirts. They look like Secret

Service men.

They are all waiting for something.

After a moment, JEFFREY, Don’s boyfriend enters in a tuxedo.

DONALD

What the hell is going on?

Jeffrey goes up to Don and hugs him.

JEFFREY

I’m so sorry. This is crazy.

Jeffrey whispers something into Don’s ear. Don’s face

changes from confused to surprised to angry. Jeffrey stops

whispering and steps aside.

EXTREME CLOSE UP: DON’S WIDE EYES.

Dramatic music. Don then blinks and looks incredulously at

Jeffrey who nods.

DONALD

What do we do?

JEFFREY

We stop them!

Don nods, they share a knowing look and then they both head

for the door.

Cut to:
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EXT. HOUSE, WEST HOLLYWOOD- DAY

This is Jeffrey’s house where the party is already

happening. There are shirtless men wandering with red solo

cups across the lawn.

Will and Josue are sitting in Will’s car. They’ve just

arrived and Will has a look of dread on his face.

JOSUE

Why are we just sitting in the car?

WILL

It looks like a frat boy horror

film.

JOSUE

I know. I’m so turned on, right

now.

WILL

Ugh. I should have done more

planks, or eaten fewer meals, or

had that procedure that’s only

legal in Mexico.

JOSUE

Can we go in now?

WILL

What if this is a mistake? What if

we go in there and never come out?

Beat. Josue wasn’t expecting this much drama, so he takes a

second.

JOSUE

Okay. Every single, eligible guy is

in that party right now. Remember?

You’re here. You look adequately

hungry, you’re great.

WILL

You’re right.

JOSUE

Yeah, what could go wrong?

Andrew knocks loudly on the driver side window. They both

scream.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSUE

Jesus!

WILL

Oh my God! Andrew! You asshole.

Burton and Andrew each open a back door and get in.

WILL

Okay, what’s happening? Why are you

getting in my car?

ANDREW

This wasn’t my idea.

Burton leans all the way forward so that his face is nearly

touching Josues.

BURTON

It was mine. I can smell hot, Latin

meat from fifty yards.

Josue doesn’t move away from Burton, he just stares.

JOSUE

’Sup?

BURTON

What’s your name?

JOSUE

Josue.

BURTON

Ethnic.

JOSUE

What’s yours?

BURTON

Burton.

JOSUE

Pretentious.

BURTON

Where you from?

JOSUE

Venezuala.

(CONTINUED)
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BURTON

Hot.

JOSUE

In the summer, yeah.

BURTON

Wordplay. Respect. You have a

boyfriend?

JOSUE

Nope.

BURTON

Why not?

JOSUE

Wild oats.

BURTON

Rolled or steel cut?

JOSUE

I like both.

BURTON

What do you think of monogamy?

JOSUE

I think it’s Latin for failure.

BURTON

Nice.

Beat.

JOSUE

You have nice lips.

BURTON

The better to judge you with.

JOSUE

Oh, little red riding hood?

BURTON

I do like to role play with

grandma.

JOSUE

So, we weren’t going to the same

place with that one?

(CONTINUED)
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BURTON

Here’s my backstory. I grew up on

an ashram outside Bakersfield with

a hippy cult leader named

Bakersfield. Also, it was not an

ashram.

JOSUE

That seems deliberately confusing.

BURTON

I have two brothers...Karamozav

journals in which I go into detail

about how little sister is my

favorite Elvis Presley song. I

never eat before noon, unless it’s

after midnight, and I have three

pairs...in my fridge that I found

in an Orchard Hardware Store that I

believe may be the missing clues to

the fourth sequel to the Da Vinci

code. I don’t believe in

conspiracies, it’s just the

government’s attempt to brainwash

all of us so we’ll eat more fast

food and die.

JOSUE

Wow. I got nothing.

BURTON

You’ll be my boyfriend for the

duration of this pool party.

JOSUE

I will?

WILL

What?

JOSUE

What?

WILL

You said my name.

ANDREW

Okay, as stimulating as this

fucking awful conversation is. I

need a drink, so...shall we?

Andrew goes to open the door, Burton stops him.

(CONTINUED)
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BURTON

Wait! He hasn’t agreed. Why hasn’t

he agreed? I was told he was Latin.

ANDREW

You can’t force him, Burton! What

do you want me to do?

BURTON

I have a pill, I can force him.

ANDREW

Okay, we’ve had this talk, you

can’t just full-on Cosby a guy.

BURTON

Will you let him talk!?

Beat. They all stare at Josue.

JOSUE

Uhh. Sorry. I don’t date Asian

guys.

BURTON

Yeah, me neither.

Burton laughs this off a bit and then they all stare at

Josue again.

JOSUE

So, you want to pretend to be my

boyfriend...because?

BURTON

I may not be a strong man, I may

not be a big man, I may not even be

a real man--

JOSUE

Uh-huh.

ANDREW

She’s getting there.

BURTON

But I am a man.

Beat.

JOSUE

I don’t get it.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDREW

His ex-boyfriend is dating the rich

guy who’s hosting this party. So,

can you just pretend you’re a

couple if he runs into him?

JOSUE

Is that really what you were trying

to ask me?

BURTON

So, I guess nuance is just dead.

Yes. That was the short, trailer

park version.

JOSUE

Sure. I’ll pretend to make a rich

guy jealous. Can I get out of the

car now?

BURTON

One more thing, and this is the

most important. You will have to

fight it with everything inside of

you, it will be the truest test of

your acumen as a man. But I must

ask you, no, no, demand that you

don’t, no matter how badly you want

to, do not fall in love with me.

I’m a tigress that cannot be tamed.

A butterfly that cannot be netted,

a cheeseburger that’s not on the

menu, but really cool people know

how to order it anyway. Yeah, I’m a

rare bloom. A voodoo lily. Look at

me and you’ll be transfixed. Smell

me, and you’ll be transported,

Touch me, and you’ll need an

ointment.

JOSUE

Got it. I think I’m good. Can I get

out?

BURTON

The moment has not passed.

Beat. Burton is thinking about what he just said. Andrew is

looking at his phone.

ANDREW

Did you know Flurp is an acceptable

form of jizz?

(CONTINUED)
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JOSUE

According to who? Gay Scrabble?

Beat.

WILL

Can we just get out of the fucking

car now?

BURTON

No one’s got a gun to your head!

Jesus.

JOSUE

Let’s get some ass!

WILL

God help us all.

They all get out of the car.

We float up over them to see the entire house, including the

pool and patio which is full of men who are all standing

still, as if they’re waiting to be told to move. We stop

floating up just high enough to see the stillness of

everyone at the party. It’s completely silent. Then a music

riff, we flash to a blackout

END OF EPISODE


